Statement of Purpose for USA
My father runs a restaurant; one day he was discussing with my mother that how some elderly and single
working-class people come and crib about not been able to get homemade food and taking a clue from there
my mother decided to venture into the Tiffin services. She needed to know the prospective customers and
how to tap them. One way was to place a pamphlet at the restaurant but my dad didn’t agree with it. Also, my
dad was arguing with my mother that the business with very few clients will be unviable and she will get timebound because supplying food is a 364 days job. At this point, I, a high school child, introduced my father to
the computer and asked him to keep a record of all the customers in it.
I also told my mother that we can make a list of societies in our vicinity and will advertise there for getting
more business. Within 6 months my mother’s tiffins were selling more than my father’s restaurant sales,
especially on weekdays. But this made my interest in computers more profound.
I did my high school from xxxx School and secondary education in non-medical from the same school obtaining
A+ grades. I developed into a vibrant person due to my extrovert nature and love for internet surfing for
infotainment. During my under-graduation in Computer Software Engineering I developed a love for research
and seeing my engrossment, determination, precision, and ability to take a task to its completion, my guiding
professor advised me to do specialization in XXXX field of software engineering.
Academics are not the only forte; I held one of the top positions in soccer and social work activities too. Due to
my outgoing nature combined with empathy, I remained a popular student in all teamwork projects and
sports.
After the completion of my bachelor’s degree, I decided to go for higher studies as I had a dream to work for
multinationals and never felt myself fit to run my father’s restaurant or mother’s business. I started preparing
for entrance exams to get into a pioneer institution in the area when a visitor in my father’s restaurant on a
weekend suggested that my nature reminds him of an American friend of his. This sowed the seed that I may
try to get admission to the US for my higher studies as the field I am looking at is also very well served by
various universities there.
Both my parents were keen to see me fulfilling my dream and agreed to fund my education. With the help of
my professor at the college, I selected XXXX university and read about the XXX course in detail. After having a
counseling session with the admission counselor online I felt confident that this is the course I was actually
looking for and started preparing to meet the eligibility criteria.
This world-class master's degree in XXXX from XXXX university will only help me with the required knowledge
and hands-on practice but will also enhance my job prospects with better pay packages.
I am pleased to enclose all the relevant documents and achievement evidence to offer my candidature for a
master’s student seat at your institution and hope for an affirmative outcome.

